Kajal Gupta reveals how MMU Mullana gave her the exposure
that shaped her career and personality
While Engineering was once considered to be the domain for men,
many young women are thriving in the field today. However, the
fact remains that often female candidates have their unique criteria
when choosing an engineering college. For example, Kajal Gupta,
student of Batch 2016 at MMU Mullana, had safety as a top priority
when she chose MMU Mullana. Today, she is glad that her decision
paid off. Not only was she able to study in a safe environment, but
she was also molded as a professional, which bagged her placement
with Infosys, Hyderabad as a Systems Engineer.
According to Kajal, studying at MMU Mullana has been a holistic
learning experience because it has groomed her personality as well. She admits that she owes her
social skills to the course she opted for as it offered her several opportunities to participate in
activities and events. “The faculty team played their part in boosting our academic skills as well
as the extracurricular,” she says. “They have been our mentors and guides. We would always
find someone to talk to when we needed it the most and that was a big help.”
There might be those who struggle with strict class timings and attendance, but Kajal believes
that it was for the good of the students because their studies never suffered. She also adds that
the focused learning environment at MMU Mullana is enhanced by the state of the art facilities.
“There was never any dearth of equipment in the lab,” she tells us. “You will find everything you
need here to put your learning into practice and be prepared for industry challenges. In addition,
things never get boring as there are plenty of avenues to keep you rejuvenated.”
Kajal mentions interpersonal skills and confidence to express herself as the most important
takeaways from her program. She relies on these qualities in her professional life and has sound
advice for her juniors at the college: “Engineering graduates need to have patience for the real
world. You should make the most of every opportunity out there without any prejudices. It’s not
the marks you get but your knowledge that will take you to your goals. MMU Mullana gives you
the best platform to launch your careers.”
That’s certainly happened for Kajal who is raring to go in her professional life. Her journey
might have begun last year but she knows the stepping stone was paved the day she walked on
the MMU Mullana campus. She is filled with emotions as she talks about her memories during
the four years at the institute. In her concluding words, she expresses gratitude for her college
and reflects on the good times on campus. “I miss being in the classroom, in the lab with my
friends. I miss hanging out on campus,” she says. “Going to SHRM, Gurgaon as a college
representative was the most memorable moment because you don’t get that kind of exposure
often.”

